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INTRODUCTION

Thank you for requesting the Corona Anxiety Relief Download.

My name is Ghitta and I am a Clinical Hypnotherapist, Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapist and Psychotherapist based in London. I’ve 
been a therapist for over 10 years and although I am based in the 
UK, I work face to face as well as online and have clients based in 
India, USA, Africa, Europe, Australia and the UK.

I specialise in:

- Anxiety
- Hormone Rebalance
- Pain Elimination
- Irritable Bowel Syndrome
- Trichotillomania and 
- Smoking Cessation

Besides for being a therapist and working with clients on an 
individual basis, I also run Anxiety Workshops for small groups and 
do Mental Health Corporate Workshops in London.
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WHEN TO LISTEN

This recording is just a very short session of about 15 minutes in 

length. You can listen to this recording as often as you like.

Link provided at the end of the eBook. 

Please ensure that you listen to your recording in a quiet, 

comfortable place where you are unlikely to be disturbed. You can 

even listen to the recording in your sleep. Turn the volume to 

barely audible and listen to it once or on repeat. There is no limit. 

For optimum results please endeavour to listen to your recording 

for at least 30 days.

WHEN NOT TO LISTEN

We strongly recommend that you never listen to any hypnotic 

recording whilst you are driving or at any time when you need to 

maintain full awakening consciousness. 

For example, don't listen:

• Whilst driving a car

• If operating machinery

• Washing dishes

Working from height or in dangerous places
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IF IMMEDIATE EFFECTS ARE NOT 

NOTICABLE

Some people experience a delayed unconscious response –

that is – their unwanted habits may not disappear 

instantaneously, however once the suggestions are absorbed by 

the unconscious mind then results should be noticeable in a few 

days or weeks.

Most users may notice improvements immediately.
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HOW TO PROTECT YOUR 

MENTAL HEALTH DURING THE 

CORONA VIRUS OUTBREAK

• Limit the news and be careful what you read (there is a lot of 
misinformation swirling around – stay informed by sticking to your 
Health Trust and Government information and ignore all else)

• Take breaks from social media and mute things which are 
triggering (such as WhatsApp groups and Facebook posts)

• Wash your hands regularly (but not excessively)

• Stay connected with people - Use your smart phone to stay 
connected to family and friends. Shift from texting to voice or 
video calling to feel more connected.

• Keep comfortable. Do the things you already enjoy doing at home; 
just do more of them.

• Practice stress relief whenever you feel anxiety building – do some 
deep breathing, exercise, read, dig in the garden, eat some ice 
cream – whatever works for you.

• Don’t do anything you’d consider to be unhealthy for you, such as 
excess drinking – that will just increase your anxiety afterwards.

• Keep looking forward. Make some plans for six months down the 
road.

• Avoid burnout: See next page
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• Acknowledge: Notice and acknowledge the uncertainty as it 
comes to mind.

• Pause: Don't react as you normally do. Don't react at all. Pause 
and breathe.

• Pull back: Tell yourself this is just the worry talking, and this 
apparent need for certainty is not helpful and not necessary. It is 
only a thought or feeling. Don't believe everything you think. 
Thoughts are not statements or facts.

• Let go: Let go of the thought or feeling. It will pass. You don't 
have to respond to them. You might imagine them floating away 
in a bubble or cloud.

• Explore: Explore the present moment, because right now, in this 
moment, all is well. Notice your breathing and the sensations of 
your breathing. Notice the ground beneath you. Look around 
and notice what you see, what you hear, what you can touch, 
what you can smell. Right now. Then shift your focus of attention 
to something else - on what you need to do, on what you were 
doing before you noticed the worry or do something else -
mindfully with your full attention.
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HOW TO STRENGTHEN YOUR 

IMMUNE SYSTEM

How to strengthen your immune system and fight off disease -

Exercise regularly.

Physical activity may help flush bacteria out of the lungs and 

airways. This may reduce your chance of getting the corona virus, 

a cold, flu, or other illness.

The brief rise in body temperature during and right after exercise 

may prevent bacteria from growing. This temperature rise may 

help the body fight infection better. (This is similar to what 

happens when you have a fever.)

Exercise slows down the release of stress hormones. Some stress 

increases the chance of illness. Lower stress hormones may 

protect against illness.

Exercise helps your immune system perform at a high level.

Lifestyle changes like exercise and a healthy diet bump up 

your protein in your immune system that fights infections.

So NOW IS THE TIME TO EXERCISE! 
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ANXIETY, CORTISOL AND YOUR 

IMMUNE SYSTEM 

Our immune system is the defence mechanism the body uses to 
keep you safe from bacteria and viruses. It's incredibly powerful -
stronger than most people realize. Every time you ingest germs or 
bacteria, your body's immune system destroys it quickly, because it 
is trained to do whatever it takes to keep you from getting sick.

Anxiety has a complicated relationship with the immune system, 
and unfortunately, there is some evidence that too much anxiety 
can actually weaken the immune system dramatically. It can put a 
stress on the body which in turn releases a stress hormone called 
cortisol. Cortisol is the body’s main stress hormone and is 
somewhat like nature’s alarm system. Anxiety doesn't cause 
sickness but when there is contact with germs, the weakened 
immune system may struggle to fight them back.
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HOW CORTISOL WEAKENS THE 

IMMUNE SYSTEM

Cortisol weakens your immune system for a good reason. During 
periods of intense stress, cortisol attempts to reduce inflammation 
by weakening some of the antibodies that can increase 
inflammation. It also turns on natural immunity (the ability to fight 
off problems immediately) and moves resources away from specific 
immunities (the ability to prevent diseases your body knows how 
to control).

But cortisol is only helpful in short bursts. When you experience 
prolonged stress, your body needs those T-cells and white blood 
cells, and unfortunately, cortisol continues to suppress them, thus 
weakening your immune system over time.

The result isn't just that you may get ill. You still need to be in 
contact with germs and bacteria for this to occur. The main 
problem is that once you get sick, your body will have a harder 
time recovering. It needs these cells to attack intruders, and it is 
harder for your body to do that when your anxiety is squashing 
your immune system strength.
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FIGHT ANXIETY TO IMPROVE 

YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM

There are actually some anxiety reduction strategies that can also have 
immune system boosting capabilities, such as:

• Exercise As I’ve mentioned above, exercise is known to improve your 

immune system health, and it is the number one natural way to fight 

anxiety. Regular exercise releases chemicals in the brain that drastically 

improve mood and burns off excess energy which is known to 

occasionally develop into anxiety.

• Healthy Eating and Hydration Healthy eating and drinking more water 

isn't exactly an anxiety cure, but there is a great deal of evidence that 

unhealthy eating and dehydration seem to make anxiety symptoms 

worse. Thus if you want to at least reduce some of the severity of your 

anxiety symptoms, eating healthier and drinking the amount of water 

you need in a day can have a beneficial effect, and are also very 

important for improving immunity.

• Massage is a known anxiety reduction strategy that also appears to have 

immune system benefits. It's not clear why massage boosts the immune 

system, but studies have shown that it appears to be effective. It is 

possible that massage is valuable because of its anxiety reduction 

benefits, but there is likely also some value to reducing pain and 

discomfort associated with muscle tension in a way that helps the 

immune system thrive. Perhaps your partner can massage you a bit (and 

vice versa), maybe you have a massage machine at home and failing that, 

a tennis ball is a great massager! Under your feet, up against a wall rolling 

up and down with your back, running it over your legs and arms etc. 

Treating anxiety may help improve your immune system strength, which 
should make you stronger to fight off illness and infections.
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ADDITIONAL THERAPY

If you found this recording helpful or would like to do further, 

deeper work with me, whether working on your anxiety or 

perhaps another issue such as rebalancing your hormones, 

stopping smoking etc, then please feel free to get in touch with 

me.

ghitta@rewindyourmind.co.uk

www.RewindYourMind.co.uk

+44 77 177 48203

Join my mailing list for more tips, 
advice, information and coping skills
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